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CONTINUED GROWTH IN THE GREEK MARKET
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RMI REGISTRY REACHING TOP POSITION IN
GREEK MARKET

RESCUES AT SEA
Over the past year, the RMI Maritime
Administrator

will/has

issued

Certificates

of Commendation to the captains, officers,
and crews of nine Greek owned/operated
RMI flagged vessels for diverting course and
assisting in search and rescue operations to
render assistance to those in distress. Their
rapid response and professional actions are in

The table above shows the biggest gains/losses in number of ships, GT, and DW.

keeping with the finest traditions of the sea.

According to a recent paper published by the Greek Shipping Cooperation Committee
(GSCC), the RMI Registry is reaching the top position in the Greek market gaining more
than 43% of the gross tonnage noted in the GSCC report and nearly 55% of the total
number of vessels gained overall.

The Piraeus office has/will present these
Certificates of Commendation to the following
vessels and the companies that manage them:
ICE RANGER (Maestro Shipmanagement
Limited),Q ARION (Quintana Ship Management
Ltd.), GAS GROUPER (Prime Gas Management
Inc.), YENISEI RIVER (Dynagas Ltd.), MAIDEN

STEALTHGAS TAKES DELIVERY
OF ECO STREAM

VOYAGE

(Star

Bulk

S.A.), NORTHERN

OCEAN (Product Shipping & Trading S.A.),
MARY (Technomar Shipping Inc.), SEA FAITH
(Sea World Management and Trading Inc.),
and PROSPER (Conbulk Shipping S.A.).

ECO STREAM delivered on 28 March 2014.

StealthGas named the first 2 of its 17 new generation eco liquid petroleum gas
(LPG) carriers on 28 March 2014. The first pair, coming out of Kyokuyo Shipyard in
Japan, are 7,200 cubic meters fully pressurized, and vinyl chloride monomer (VCM)

The YENISEI RIVER during rescue operations.

capable. Both LPGs fly the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) flag and are classed by
ClassNK. These LPGs will have 15% less consumption in accordance with the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) Annex VI
Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) requirements using hydrodynamic hulls and built
to ice class 1B with a shorter length overall for added flexibility. The first was named
ECO STREAM for Mrs. Ochi, the wife of the president of Kyokuyo Shipyard, and the
second was named ECO CHIOS for Mrs. Sofia Galitopoulou, the longest serving
employee of the Vafias Group. Both of the LPG carriers are fixed on charters until
2022. StealthGas anticipates the delivery of a total of 5 of the 17 new generation LPGs in
2014, and the balance in 2015.
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A survivor swims toward MARY’s ladder during rescue
operations.

SIGNIFICANT AND GROWING REGISTRATIONS
CONDUCTED BY THE PIRAEUS OFFICE

TSU EBISU (Oceanbulk Maritime S.A.)

STAR BOREALIS (Star Bulk S.A.)

FLAGSHIP IRIS (Prime Tanker Management Inc.)

STI SAPPHIRE (Scorpio Ship Management)

SAGITTA (Diana Containerships Inc.)

SIDERIS GS (Diana Shipping Inc.)

UNITED LEADERSHIP (Marine Management Services M.C.)

STAR DELTA (Star Bulk S.A.)

CAPE ELISE (Empire Bulkers Ltd.)
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